This page will help you navigate the ‘Fall Term Census’ dashboard for analytical purposes. It includes basic instruction for the tools available on the dashboard.

**Parameter Control:** Breaks down visualizations by selected variable: Race/Ethnicity, College, Student Category, & Student Level.

**Filter:** One of 16 different filters on the dashboard, allowing you to more accurately define the type of student you want to view. This will only show relevant values which remain available after you have you used other filters.

**‘Student Counts by Fall Term’ graph**
Change years by clicking to filter the selected visualizations. Once term/terms selection is made, the filter will remain after the bar is deselected.

**Highlighter tool:** Criteria listed here change depending on the selected variable in the parameter control. Clicking on specific fields allows you to highlight and reveal or hide values in the visualizations.

**Additional Navigation**
- Hover mouse over text to reveal full name of field when not viewable.
- Deselect selected graphic in the dashboard by clicking on the selected image again.
- Ctrl+click to select multiple categories.
- Once an object in a graph, is selected, checking “keep only” or “exclude” will change numbers.